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The current exhibition at The Dock, ‘The L Shape’ curated by Alice Butler, features

two moving image works: Going to the Mountain (2015) by Jenny Brady and The

Invisible Limb (2014) by Sarah Browne. As a dual proposition, these films display

many common themes and characteristics, with the artists’ use of scale being most

immediately striking. Blacked out with heavy curtains, the two expansive galleries

have been transformed into dark cinematic spaces, creating immersive settings for

these large-scale film projections.  

 

In Gallery 1, Brady’s Going to the Mountain features studies of pre-verbal babies as

they explore the beginnings of movement and language. The monumental scale of the

projection affords these babies superhuman proportions, amplifying the almost

monstrous qualities of their oversized bodies. Conversely, in Gallery 2, The Invisible

Limb – which offers insights into the distinct practices of Irish stone-carver Cynthia

Moran and deceased German artist, Charlotte Posenenske, both born in 1930 –

opens with footage of Moran in the vast geological landscape of the Giant’s

Causeway (on County Antrim’s northern coastline). In addition, a larger-than-life still

image of Moran is installed in The Dock’s stairwell – a site of transience that serves to

highlight the static nature of photography, in the context of a show dominated by

moving image.  

 

Material Concerns 

Another prominent theme connecting the two films is their exploration of materiality,

particularly in relation to the human body. Motivated by a desire to create

“unsentimental portraits”, Brady pursues a process of defamiliarisation, framing these

babies as “malleable entities” and “units of potential”. Occasionally, blurry footage

creates a sense of movement, while at other times there is a crisp focus on particular

body parts – dimpled hands, drooling lips, downy hair – a compositional device that

alludes to the history of the close-up in cinema, which ruptured and fragmented the

body, framing it as ‘matter’.  
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Where Brady depicts the infantile body as nimble and flexible, engaged in free-form

and improvisational movement, Browne shows Moran’s octogenarian frame,

permanently contorted and hardened through decades of stone carving. The narrator

asks: “Do you ever feel like a sculpture making a sculpture?” In addition, the film

explores the art historical bodily proposition of the Venus de Milo – a marble sculpture

from ancient Greece, whose amputated arms once allegedly held a textile spindle.

Invisible forms of female labour are an ongoing inquiry across Browne’s wider

practice. In this instance, she proposes conceptualisations of the ‘invisible limb’ as a

metaphor for artistic labour, stating that sometimes the impulse to create feels like a

“distorted missing limb… a disembodied presence, shorter than it should be… a

numbness that can only be vaguely perceived”. Later in the film, we observe Moran in

her studio, carving a sculpture of a raised fist – a righteous and symbolic gesture of

solidarity, associated with campaigns of resistance across labour history (1).   

 

The exploration of materiality continues, as Browne considers the relationship

between an artist and her sculptural material, described as an intimate process of

“coupling and uncoupling”. The ancient materiality of the Giant’s Causeway was

formed during a volcanic eruption, with interconnected basalt columns taking

hexagonal formations. There is beauty in the simplicity of this ancient geometry,

which appears almost modern or manufactured. Where others might observe hard

and impenetrable surfaces, Moran sees potential in something inherently malleable.

She scans and caresses the rockface, imparting her tactic, almost sensuous

knowledge of this solid material. A sculptural impulse prompts her to hammer coins

into the cracks between stones, creating a visible and long-lasting intervention in this

age-old geology.  
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These scenes are interspliced with archival footage of Posenenske’s minimalist

artworks, namely her ‘Vierkantrohre (Square Tubes)’ series (1967-68) – non-

functioning ‘air vents’, originally fabricated in galvanised steel and later fashioned in a

more lightweight corrugated cardboard. Posenenske famously sold these artworks at

cost price, as a political gesture aimed at exposing the “hidden costs” of art production

– such as poverty, unemployment and environmental damage – using the art market

merely as a method of distribution. The narrator inquires whether Posenenske feels

that her contributions to contemporary art were also at the cost of her work in social

sciences (a field she later committed to, after abandoning her art career completely in

1968). The Invisible Limb considers the essential, yet often invisible labour that goes

into an artwork. Magically conjured from nowhere (through apparently costless

production) the artistic process is likened to “some sort of stagecraft”, occurring

somewhere “between the technical and the occult.”  

 

 

Moving Image, Written Word 

 

Another pivotal characteristic of both films is their exploration of language, with

narrative content provided in the form of subtitles. In both cases, there is a purposeful

disconnect between the moving image and the written word. Considering the provision

in cinemas of subtitled screenings for deaf audiences or audio description for the

visually impaired, Brady began to explore the complex relationships between sound

and image, text and narrative. She developed a text-based video work, Spikes, which

is connected to the film, and is shown in tandem on a monitor mounted behind the

projection screen – a presentation device that ensures a degree of separation, as the

two pieces cannot be viewed simultaneously. This narrative gesture feels quite

abstract, as if conveying the internal monologues of the babies. One segment seems

to narrate the process of sculpting a baby out of clay – “Stick in a mouthpiece… put in

a couple of dimples” – while another recounts lines from a nursery rhyme, an

important linguistic format in early childhood which consolidates complex learning in

keeping with cognitive and social development.  
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Also employing subtitles, The Invisible Limb takes the form of a ‘Film Letter’ – a

literary structure that functions as a receptacle for multiple voices, channelled through

Browne’s skilful writing. Use of the third-person allows Browne to directly address the

subjects of her film, while also implicating the viewer. The fast-paced German

voiceover with English subtitles require audiences to simultaneously observe, listen

and read – a complex proposition that can only be distilled through multiple viewings.

Quoted sections from Posenenske’s 1968 manifesto also feature in italics (2). Literary

references permeate the film, as the camera pans the pages of books in several

scenes, while the book as material artefact is further explored in Gallery 3, where we

encounter the ‘acknowledgement pages’ of numerous publications. These are

formalised yet tender spaces, in which authors can publicly thank those who have

supported or inspired their work. The publications selected by Browne span a broad

range of scholarly fields – from feminism and visual culture, to philosophy and Marxist

theory – producing a substantial reading list, comprising pivotal texts such as Susan

Sontag’s On Photography (1977) and John Berger’s About Looking (1992). The

acknowledgements are variously dedicated to partners and family members (including

parents, grandchildren and siblings), with noteworthy deviations including: Roland

Barthes dedicating his Camera Lucida (1980), “In homage to L’imaginaire by Jean

Paul Sartre”; and Peter Leeson choosing to open his 2011 book, The Invisible Hook:

the hidden economics of Pirates, with the sentimental question: “Anita, I love you, will

you marry me?”  
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Further extending the relationship between text and moving image, Brady invited

British filmmaker John Smith to present a series of films on 13 October, as part of

VAI’s International Speakers Series (3). Smith was involved with the London Film-

makers Co-op (LFMC) – a British film-making workshop, which assisted the

production and distribution of experimental films from 1966 to 1999, when it merged

with London Video Arts to form LUX. In Smith’s 16mm film, Associations (1975),

images stand in for common words, creating visual puns that satisfy the viewers’

impulse to “create meaning in the gaps”. Through the amusing linguistic mechanism of

word association, the film simultaneously deconstructs and generates meaning, in

keeping with the principles of structural film, which seeks to highlight the illusionistic

properties of cinema by prompting audiences to actively engage, rather than passively

consume. Semiotic relationships are further explored in Smith’s more recent film,

Steve Hates Fish (2015). Set in a North London high street, the film uses Word Lens

(a translation application for smartphones) to scan and translate the words on signs

and shop fronts in real-time. When instructed to translate from French to English, the

software becomes overloaded and twitches frantically with amusing misinterpretations.

The third film, Slow Glass (1991), tracks the “constancy of change in the everyday

landscape”, found in: alternating shopfronts and billboards; the updating of domestic

interiors; gardens that blossom and wither across the seasons; even fluctuating

interest rates and stock market shares, as relayed via news clips. Viewers are jolted

by Smith’s use of montage editing techniques, which juxtaposes footage of the same

scene, filmed at different times. The material history of glass is explored by the film’s

narrator, a local glazier, who informs us that if a glass breaks, it oxidises and softens

the sharp edge, subliminally changing over time. Underscored by the ontological

perspective that “everything is in a state of flux” (4), Slow Glass is permeated with

nostalgia, as the narrator laments the demise of manual labour and craft industries

under Thatcherite policies of the 1980s, admitting that he feels “more connected to

memory and the past”, than to the present. 
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Multiple Voices: Who is Speaking? 

 

As well as the written word, ‘The L Shape’ also interrogates the spoken word,

extensively exploring the implications of speech and translation. Going to the

Mountain shows prelinguistic babies as they babble and begin to form words. An

accompanying percussive score, developed by Andrew Fogarty and David Lacey,

provides opportunities to ‘read’ through listening, using sound as a “textual device”.

Each scene commences with a ceremonial-style ‘gong’, conjuring images of oriental

warriors. Coos, giggles, gasps, murmurs and sighs are sequenced and looped as part

of the soundtrack, suggesting the onset of word formation. 

 

In her wider practice, Browne explores non-verbal bodily experiences, such as labour

and justice. With The Invisible Limb, she interrogates the relationship between gender

and voice, exploring how different voices (particularly women’s voices) are articulated

and heard. During her research, she began to look at ventriloquism, known by the

Ancient Greeks as gastromancy or ‘stomach magic’. At the invitation of Browne,

British ventriloquist Nina Conti presented a screening of her award-winning

documentary film, Her Master’s Voice (2012) on 22 September. Conti’s tender and

moving film certainly displays magical qualities, having previously been described as

both a “love letter to ventriloquism” and an “intricate examination of grief”. Following

the death of her mentor and lover Ken Campbell (who bequeathed his ventriloquist

dolls to her in his will) Conti embarked on a journey to Vent Haven – a museum in

Kentucky, unnervingly described as a ‘graveyard’ for the puppets of dead

ventriloquists. During the trip, Conti brings back to life Campbells’ puppets –

affectionately referred to as “uniquely bereaved objects” who have “lost their voices”.  
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Another interesting point of connection is the fact that both films feature mirrors. In the

closing scenes of The Invisible Limb, Moran holds a small mirror, casting shimmering

patches of light across her hands and onto the nearby rocks. In Going to the

Mountain, a baby is depicted in a mirrored room, seemingly amused by his clone-like

reflections. According to French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan, the ‘mirror stage’

occurs in infants between six and eighteen months of age, as they misrecognise

themselves while looking in the mirror, seeing their body and conceiving it as an

object that can be viewed from outside themselves – an imaginary process of self-

deception that essentially signals the development of subjectivity and the formation of

the ego. Lacan’s pivotal concept provided the basis for the emergence of

psychoanalytic film theory, in which the cinematic spectator replaces Lacan’s self-

aware infant, with the screen acting as the illusionary mirror. Though Brady wanted to

avoid fostering connections to “Lacan with a capital L”, such parallels between the

filmic experience and the structure of the human mind seem unavoidable. Beyond the

history of cinema, ‘The L Shape’ resonates with several other ‘L-words’, namely

‘labour’ (in the dual sense of manual work and childbirth) and ‘language’ (in linguistics,

the sound-change that signals the L-vocalisation is a benchmark of regional dialect).

Moreover, we can think of ‘The L Shape’ as echoing the architectural formation of The

Dock’s perpendicular gallery spaces. Viewed as a point of intersection for shared

artistic concerns – most prominently, scale, materiality and language – ‘The L-Shape’

functions as right-angled juncture, vectoring critical momentum across a range of

thematic inquiries. 
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Notes:  

 

(1) A logo of a raised fist was first used in 1917, by the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW),

but was later popularised during the Spanish Civil War, as an anti-fascist salute. The raised fist

has since been used across the world as a revolutionary symbol, widely associated with

communist propaganda and adopted by numerous social movements, from the Students for a

Democratic Society and Black Power movement, to the May 1968 revolt in France.  

 

(2) Charlotte Posenenske, ‘Statement [Manifesto]’, Art International, No. 5 (May 1968) 

 

(3) The exhibition’s supporting programme comprised two special public events at The Dock,

as part of part of Visual Artists Ireland’s new International Speakers Series.  

 

(4) “Everything flows, everything changes. Everything is in a state of flux.” – Mikhail

Gorbachev, speaking to journalists in Moscow in June 1988, following a summit meeting with

US President Regan.  

 

 

 

 

 



Joanne Laws is an arts writer, editor and researcher based in county Leitrim. She has

recently been appointed Features Editor of The Visual Artists’ News Sheet. Joanne is

a member of the International Association of Art Critics (AICA) and a regular

contributor to international arts publications including Art Monthly and Frieze. She was

previously assistant editor for the online resource publicart.ie and coordinator of the

Roscommon Visual Artists Forum (RVAF). Joanne won ‘VAI/DCC Critical Writing

Award 2012/13’ for her extended essay ‘Commemoration – A ForwardLooking Act’.

She has previously developed research reports and policy documents for

organisations such as 126 Artist-Run Gallery, Kilkenny Arts Office and Youth Work

Ireland. Joanne Laws website www.joannelaws.wordpress.com 

 

Our artists residence programme is designed to support research and offer artists time

and space to develop their practice in the privacy of their studios.  

For further information or to apply please contact Laura Mahon: 

lmahon@leitrimcoco.ie 
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Tel 071 9650828 

 

Gallery Opening Times: 

10:00am - 5:30 pm Monday to Friday 

10:30am - 5:00pm Saturday. 
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http://www.thedock.ie/exhibitions/like-me

